
Lesson Plans
4th Grade 2020-2021

Mrs. Issac Unit/Topic: Fractions Week of: February 8-12, 2021

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Compare Fractions
Add and Subtract

Fractions with Like
Denominators

Add and Subtract
Fractions with

Different
Denominators

Fraction Quiz School Holiday

TEKS 4.3D 4.3.A
4.3.B

4.3.A
4.3.B

Objective(s)
We will compare two fractions
with different denominators and
represent the comparison with
the symbols >, <, or =.

We will solve addition of
fractions with equal
denominators using models and
standard operation.

We will solve addition of fractions
with equal denominators using
models and standard operation.

Essential
Question

How do you compare one
fraction to another?

When adding two fractions with
the same denominator what
does the denominator
represent?

When adding two fractions with
the same denominator what does
the denominator represent?

Bell Work
TEKS TX Tornado Daily Spiral
Review
Flocabulary x6

TEKS TX Tornado Daily Spiral
Review
Fluency x6

TEKS TX Tornado Daily Spiral
Review
Fluency x6

TEKS TX Tornado Daily Spiral
Review
Kahoot x6 (Quiz)

Lesson
Materials

Anchor Chart or Writing Board
Mini Dry Erase Boards or
Journals  Comparing Fractions
Graphic Organizer  Comparing
Fractions Practice

Anchor Chart or Writing Board
Mini Dry Erase Boards or
Journals  Adding Fractions
Practice

Anchor Chart or Writing Board
Mini Dry Erase Boards or Journals
Adding Fractions Practice

Harcourt
Go Math!

Lesson 4.2

Vocabulary



Guided/
Independent

Practice

Start an anchor chart with
the fraction 3/4 and 5/8.
Students need to
understand a few rules to
comparing fractions using
this math procedure. First
the denominators must be
renamed so that they are
the same. For the
example given, this
means they must both be
4, 8, or a compatible
number. Talk about the
numbers and see if
students can think of a
way to turn 4 into 8 or 8
into 4. If students say add
or subtract talk about how
with equivalent fractions
adding and subtracting
didn’t work because the
rule has to be the same
for the numerator and
denominator. When they
say multiply or divide, talk
about what would be
easier to do and if the rule
is the same for the
numerator can I divide the
denominator by the
number in the rule. Have
these conversations early
to help eliminate
confusion later. Create
two different problems
where the numerators will
both be 4 (which won’t
work but they need to see
it) and another where they
are both 8. Remind them
that just like equivalent,
what you do to the
denominator you must do
to the numerator. Once
the math is done there

ICreate an anchor chart
with a simple addition
problem using the
fractions 1/5 + 2/5. Use a
model to solve along side
it. Explain to students that
the denominator will not
change, because the
parts that make up the
whole can’t change. Use
a pizza, pie, or cake as a
reference to connect to a
real world situation. After
completing the addition
problem continue to
practice demonstrating a
fraction that results in an
answer that can be put
into a simpler form.
Practice this as needed
and then allow students to
continue with a partner.



should be one to compare
with the denominators of
8 that can now be solved.
Now compare 2/3 to 3/5.
When students realize
that there isn’t a math
problem that can turn one
denominator into the
other tell them they’re
now looking for a
compatible number. To
get this they simply
multiply them by each
other. It’s important to
stress that when you do
this you have to be sure
to multiply the numerator
by the correct number, it’s
common for students to
make an error here.
Continue to allow
students to practice with a
partner.

Assessment-
Formative

Summative

Computation Test 3

Homework

Exit Ticket

Key Questions During Lesson




